
Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 2: Tossups

1. In a 2016 interview, this artist claimed, “At age 27, I will leave Earth for” the so-called

“pale Emperor”; a year later, this artist spent $220,000 on a diamond-encrusted spiked

bike-chain choker with a pendant of an exact replica of a 2015 Paper cover photo of that

“pale Emperor,” a Mickey-Mouse-ears-clad Marilyn Manson. This rapper sampled an

interview with Nardwuar (NARD-wahr) the Human Serviette at the end of a song whose

chorus opens, “Are you serious? I swear my money get serious.” Nonsensical

Arabic-script subtitles adorn the Virgil Abloh–directed video for a song by this artist,

who included (*) “Futsal Shuffle 2020” on the long-delayed album Eternal Atake (ah-tayk). In 2021,

a 10-carat pink diamond was implanted in the forehead of this rapper, whose 2017 album, Luv Is

Rage 2, was preceded by a single that repeats, “Push me to the edge; all my friends are dead.” For 10

points, name this rapper who guested on Migos’s “Bad and Boujee” before recording “XO Tour Llif3”

(“X-O tour life”).
ANSWER: Lil Uzi Vert [prompt on “Lil Uzi” or “Uzi Vert”; accept Symere Bysil Woods]

<Rob Carson, Music (Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul)>

2. This player hit a walk-off single against Jason Hammel to win a 12-inning Wild Card

tiebreaker game. This player’s solo home run was the only run surrendered across 36

World Series innings by Madison Bumgarner. In a World Series, after this player

scored on an Omar Infante home run, the benches cleared when he became one of the

many players to be yelled at by Hunter Strickland. Despite playing only 37 games, this

position player earned an AL Comeback Player of the Year Award when he hit .333

(three-thirty-three) upon a return from Tommy John surgery in 2020. This slow

six-foot-three player was lifted for pinch-runner Jarrod Dyson after a 12th-inning

leadoff single in a conclusive Game 5 en route to becoming the first player at his

position since Pat (*) Borders to win World Series MVP. In 2021, this five-time Gold Glover led

baseball with 121 RBI and 48 dingers and broke a positional home run record previously held by

Johnny Bench. For 10 points, name this 2015 World Series MVP who, for the last 10 years, has been

the primary catcher for the Royals.

ANSWER: Salvador Pérez [or Salvador Johan Pérez Diaz]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>



3. This character’s wedding is shown near the end of a musical number sung by his

father-in-law in which this man learns that he must “join the dance” and that “to one

lost sheep, a shepherd boy is greater than the richest king.” This character, whose

singing voice was provided by Amick Byram, sings that “once I thought the chance to

make you laugh was all I ever wanted” near the beginning of an antagonist duet that he

sings with a character voiced by Ralph Fiennes. “All I Ever Wanted” is primarily sung

by this addressee of the song “Through (*) Heaven’s Eyes,” whose mother sings him a lullaby

containing the words “hush now, my baby, be still now, don’t cry” as she places him in a basket. This

character’s sister, whose singing voice was provided by Mariah Carey, sings the song “When You

Believe.” “The Plagues” is a duet between Ramses and, for 10 points, what title character of the 1998

DreamWorks animated film The Prince of Egypt?

ANSWER: Moses [prompt on “The Prince of Egypt”]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

4. Tammie Murphy found an item from this event in an envelope anonymously sent to

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in 1995 from Dallas. A package sent from Hong

Kong accidentally gave an employee of Simon Marketing access to the anti-tampering

seals used for this event. A trial related to this event started on September 10, 2001, and

was quickly overshadowed by other events; that trial was a result of Operation Final

Answer, in which FBI special agent Rick Dent investigated a mysterious “Uncle (*)

Jerry,” leading to Jerome Jacobson pleading guilty to rigging this event for years. A chance meeting in

Atlanta’s airport led to Gennaro Colombo of the Colombo crime family waving a giant Dodge Viper

key around in a commercial for this event. This event often includes “Instant Win” pieces in addition

to railroad and property pieces. For 10 points, name this recurring promotional event that makes

visitors to a fast-food restaurant search for a Boardwalk game piece.

ANSWER: McDonald’s Monopoly game [or Money Monopoly; or McDonald’s Who Wants

to Be a Millionaire?; or Monopoly: Pick Your Prize!; or Monopoly Best Chance Game;

accept answers indicating the Monopoly game at McDonald’s; prompt on “Monopoly”]

<Carsten Gehring, Other/Miscellaneous>

5. A TV show with this number in the title was ironically canceled in this number of

weeks and had replaced the Ray Liotta crime drama Smith, which had also been

canceled in this number of weeks. On a different TV show with this number in the title,

the rediscovery of the existence of Samira shows that a group of founders actually

numbered this many, despite the history passed down to people living Offshore; on that

show titled for this number, 20-year-olds try to complete “the process” so that they can

leave the poor Inland. A failed 2006 medical drama starring Stanley Tucci was named

for the fact that the human (*) brain weighs about this number of pounds, and Netflix’s first show

in Portuguese was named for this number as a percentage. An earlier TV show with this number in the

title started with Eleanor moving out of an apartment, leading a culinary student to move in rather

than stay at the YMCA. According to a show about Jack Tripper, for 10 points, what number is

“company”?

ANSWER: three [accept 3 lbs or 3% or Three’s Company]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>



6. This is the final word in the title of a song whose artist, in a 2012 Lester Holt

interview, debunked the claim that one of the backing vocalists was a then 14-year-old

singer who later recorded a higher-charting 1993 cover version. One of the earliest true

music videos, which depicts five versions of the singer dancing in a V formation, is for

that 1978 song, whose three-word title phrase ends with this word and is followed by

the line “it’s all in me.” The opening credits of the film Stand Up and Be Counted helped

popularize a song that has a title ending with this word and a chorus with the lines “I

am strong; I am invincible.” (*) Chaka Khan’s first solo single is titled “I’m every” this word, and

this word also completes the title of a song that describes when the singer’s “soul was in the lost and

found.” In a 1971 song by Helen Reddy, this is the final word in the three-word title phrase, which is

followed by the line “hear me roar.” For 10 points, give this word that completes the title “you make

me feel like a natural” blank.

ANSWER: woman [accept “I’m Every Woman” or “(You Make Me Feel Like a) Natural

Woman” or “I Am Woman”; do not accept or prompt on putative synonyms of word forms]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Other/Mixed)>

7. A character played by this actor clarifies that when he says he has “eggs in other

baskets, green baskets,” he doesn’t mean “reclaimed fabric” but selling weed, then

hands over a business card listing his ventures as “canines and cannabis.” In another

role, the camera slowly zooms in on this actor as he sits at a table while a fight breaks

out around him after his character loses an annual tug-of-war contest for the first time;

that character played by this actor admits he did not think about his daughter’s hair

when ordering two Make America Great Again hats that can only be worn inside a

house. This actor, who played Domingo on How to Make It in America, also played

Danny and Caitlin’s father in a 2020 TV show set on a U.S. (*) military base in Italy. After

Reggie Watts’s departure, this actor was the sidekick and bandleader for Comedy Bang! Bang! For 10

points, name this portrayer of Richard Poythress on We Are Who We Are who may be more famous

for the 2008 single “Day ’n’ Nite.”

ANSWER: Kid Cudi [or Scott Ramon Seguro Mescudi]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>

8. In the third quarter of a game between these two teams, an extra point was blocked

by backup tight end and future NFL patriarch Don Hasselbeck. A Derrick Jensen

blocked punt opened the scoring in a game between these two teams whose first half

ended with Jack Squirek (SKWY-rek) intercepting a screen pass for a five-yard TD. The

highlight film for a game between these two teams was the last narrated by John

Facenda, who memorably described one team’s hopes fading “into the dying daylight”

as the other’s star came on “running with the night.” The cornerback duo of Mike

Haynes and Lester Hayes shut down (*) Art Monk in a game between these two teams, while

the rest of the winning team’s defense bottled up John Riggins. The most memorable play of a game

between these two teams began with a pitch left from Jim Plunkett, after which a reversal of field led

to a 74-yard touchdown for Marcus Allen. The Apple Macintosh “1984” ad aired during a Super Bowl

played by, for 10 points, what two teams, one led by Joe Theismann and the other owned by Al Davis?

ANSWER: Washington Redskins [accept either underlined portion; accept Skins; accept

Washington Commanders or Washington Football Team; prompt on “Football Team”] and Los

Angeles Raiders [accept either underlined portion; accept L.A. or Oakland Raiders; prompt on

“Oakland”]

<Rob Carson, Sports (Football)>



9. An oft-reprinted work by this man consists of twelve panels, the eighth of which is

the last to feature any of the trees that dominated the first, and the twelfth of which

sports a text box reading, “What next?!!” A work by this man centers on a circular panel

in which a woman in a prison dress treks across a desert underneath the words “Ball

and Chain.” This artist collaborated with David Zane Mairowitz on the part-biography,

part-bibliography book Introducing Kafka. The cover of Cheap Thrills by (*) Big Brother

and the Holding Company was created by this artist of “A Short History of America,” who used the

lyrics of a Blind Boy Fuller song as the basis for an iconic single-panel comic that debuted in the first

issue of Zap Comix. An anthropomorphic character created by this artist starred in the debut film of

Ralph Bakshi, the first animated feature to receive an X rating. For 10 points, name this underground

comix artist of Keep on Truckin’, who created Fritz the Cat.

ANSWER: R. Crumb [or Robert Dennis Crumb]

<Rob Carson, Comics>

10. This character’s wife chastises him for being “silly” to his daughter, lest she “grow

up to be a silly woman,” after he says, “In a way, yes,” when his daughter asks if he’s

one of Santa’s elves. After the narrator claims that “we can’t just snap into a

Shakespearean soliloquy that dramatizes every feeling and emotion,” the following

scene shows this character talking to his wife in bed using Shakespeare-style dialogue.

About halfway through the film in which he appears, words on screen state that this

character remained in the private sector while his wife bred prize-winning golden

retrievers, immediately before fake (*) credits roll. Near the end of that film, Kurt, the

war-veteran narrator played by Jesse Plemons, is struck and killed by a car while jogging, facilitating

the heart transplant that saves this man’s life. A film-concluding diatribe about keeping America safe

after 9/11 is delivered by, for 10 points, what character, a role for which Christian Bale gained a ton of

weight in the 2018 film Vice?

ANSWER: Dick Cheney [accept either underlined portion]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

11. In the aftermath of a playoff series between these two teams, a player for one of

them was fined for missing a media session because he was, along with a member of the

other team, starring in a WCW wrestling match involving Diamond Dallas Page and

Hulk Hogan. In a game between these two teams, one of them temporarily set the

record for the fewest points scored, 54, in a shot-clock-era game and set a still-standing

record for the lowest score in an NBA Finals game. Fans of one of these two teams

lament Dick Bavetta’s phantom shot clock violation call against (*) Howard Eisley in Game

6 of a Finals between them. A series between these two teams included the “flu game” and a player

delivering the taunt that “the Mailman doesn’t deliver on Sundays.” A step-back, push-off, midrange

jumper over a stumbling Bryon Russell ended the 1998 Finals between, for 10 points, what two teams,

one of which was led by John Stockton and Karl Malone and the other of which was led by Scottie

Pippen and Michael Jordan?

ANSWER: Bulls and Jazz [accept Chicago and Utah or any permutation that identifies both

Chicago Bulls and Utah Jazz, such as Bulls and Utah]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>



12. In a game with this number in its title, the Ring of Pacts is given to the party by

Llyud (lee-UD), a member of the winged aegyl (AY-gull) race. A door designed not to close

characterized the Vault-Tec vault of this number, which can be found in the ghoul city

of Necropolis in Fallout 2. A cop voiced by Willem Dafoe invades the apartment of a

couple voiced by James McAvoy and Daisy Ridley, a situation that recurs in a time loop,

in an adventure game titled for this number of (*) minutes. Revenant Wings is a sequel to a

game with this number in its title that introduced the Active Dimension Battle system, in which party

members can be directed using programmable instructions called “gambits.” The Dalmascan

(dal-MASS-kan) princess Ashe (“ash”) meets the aspiring sky pirate Vaan (vahn) in a 2006 Final Fantasy

game whose title includes, for 10 points, what number, which also partly titles a series of JetDogs

games about the labors of Hercules?

ANSWER: 12 or twelve or XII [accept Final Fantasy XII or Final Fantasy XII: Revenant

Wings or FFXII or FF12 or Vault 12 or Twelve Minutes or 12 Labours of Hercules]

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

13. Although the name is misspelled on most lyrics sites, the founder of this system is

directly referenced in a lyric saying that he “said meters are red” and could help

“unlock a lot of truth.” This system directly inspired the name of that 1991 Mötley Crüe

hit and of an unrelated band fronted by former The Jesus and Mary Chain drummer

Bobby Gillespie. The founder of this system wrote the 1980 book Prisoners of Pain,

which inspired the name of a band that used this system as the basis of their debut

album, The Hurting. This system became incredibly popular after its founder gained a

celebrity client whose debut solo album in 1970 included songs inspired by it such as

“God,” “Mother,” and “Working (*) Class Hero.” Yoko Ono and John Lennon popularized this

system that inspired the name of the band Tears for Fears and the group that sang “Velocity Girl.” For

10 points, what therapy system devised by Arthur Janov is based on expressing childhood pain

through atavistic outbursts?

ANSWER: primal scream therapy [or primal therapy]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Rock)>

14. This man transferred ownership of his film production studio to his son and

changed its name to Dramatic Feature Films after his failure as the writer and producer

of a film version of his own previously anonymous novel The Last Egyptian. According

to legend, a secondhand jacket purchased for the costume of a fortune teller “acclaimed

by the crowned heads of Europe” was inscribed with this man’s name. After this man

cofounded an L.A. social group called The Uplifters, he and composer Louis Gottschalk

founded a film production company that made family-friendly films about a “magic

cloak” and a “patchwork girl.” Possibly the first original film score was made at the

commission of this man for a touring production of The (*) Fairylogue and Radio-Plays,

which was the first adaptation of a book by this man that was later made into a film starring Frank

Morgan as both the soothsayer Professor Marvel and the title character. For 10 points, a novel by

what author inspired a 1939 film in which Bert Lahr played the Cowardly Lion?

ANSWER: L. Frank Baum [or Lyman Frank Baum]

<Andrew Hart, Film (Pre-1980s)>



15. In the first episode of a TV show, a character played by this actor gets a black eye

from Melanie after making jokes about genitalia and Jimmy Hoffa while purposefully

botching ad reads for the “Garden Weasel.” The theme song to a different show starring

this man mentions that the singer is “almost halfway finished” after this man “called

me up and asked if I would write his theme song.” On this man’s most successful show,

which concluded its sixth and final season two weeks after the series finale of Seinfeld,

he attempts to get Hank to stop saying the catchphrase “hey now.” This man played (*)

himself as a self-aware sitcom character who frequently broke the fourth wall on a late-1980s

Showtime series titled “it’s [this man’s] show.” This frequent guest host for Johnny Carson played the

title character of a show on which Rip Torn played his producer and Jeffrey Tambor played his

sidekick. For 10 points, name this comedian who starred in the 1990s HBO series The Larry Sanders

Show.

ANSWER: Garry Shandling [or Garry Emmanuel Shandling; accept It’s Garry Shandling’s

Show]

<Andrew Hart, TV (1990s)>

16. This is the surname of a guard named Bobby who, thanks in part to being on the

practice squad for the 1999 Rams, is the only player to win a Super Bowl, Grey Cup, and

XFL title. This is the surname of a runner nicknamed “Tornado” who retired in 2013 at

age 101 and holds many marathon world records for people over 90. An athlete with

this surname who came in fourth of the four runners to break the Olympic record in the

1960 400-meter final after slowing to see eventual winner Otis Davis died of COVID in

2021. An athlete who later became incredibly jacked and now wrestles on WWE Raw

under a stage name had this legal surname on the back of his uniform when he was a (*)

Pirates minor leaguer after winning the reality show Million Dollar Arm. Another athlete with this

surname was the only male golfer other than Tiger Woods to be ranked world number one in the

20-aughts. For 10 points, give this surname of Olympic sprinter Milkha, Fijian golfer Vijay, and about

15 million other Sikh men.

ANSWER: Singh [accept Bobby Singh or Fauja Singh or Vijay Singh or Milkha Singh or Rinku

Singh Rajput]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>

17. In 2009, Prince went on the Tavis Smiley Show to say that people should look up

what Dick Gregory said about these things, which Prince himself referenced in lyrics

about how the “theory’s getting deep” in his 2003 song “Dreamer.” These things are the

title subject of the lines “I can’t believe what we’ve seen outside” in a Danger

Mouse–produced song that wonders, “So many people, so many people, where do they

go?” and was the lead single from an album that also contained “Gamma Ray” and

“Youthless.” The singer mentions both “wearing our jewels in the swimming pool” and

“me and my sister, just playing it cool” while “under” these things in the title song from

a 2021 album released the same year as the artist’s (*) Blue Banisters. These things, which

title the lead single from Beck’s album Modern Guilt, also title a Lana Del Rey song in which they are

“over the country club.” For 10 points, identify these things that are expelled from airplanes for surely

nefarious purposes.

ANSWER: chemtrails [accept “Chemtrails” or “Chemtrails over the Country Club”; prompt

on “contrails”]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Pop)>



18. In a sequel whose plot is driven by a god’s need to recover this object, a CGI scene in

which an egg is fertilized by an aggressive talking sperm represents the siring of Baby

Alvey by a man who, aided by this object, had gotten his wife riled up with a

performance of “Can’t Take My Eyes off You.” In a deleted prologue scene from the

original film, Leif Erikson declines to name the New World, saying, “Leave that to the

Italians,” after he ventures to America to dispose of this object. This object, which is

initially mistaken for a drowning person by a resident of Edge City, is wielded by the

Jack Russell terrier (*) Milo after it is kicked from the hands of Dorian Tyrell during a plot to blow

up the Coco Bongo nightclub. This object, which is imbued with the mischievous energy of Loki,

transforms the meek bank clerk Stanley Ipkiss into an zoot-suited whirlwind. For 10 points, identify

this title object that, in a 1994 movie, causes a Jim Carrey character to say, “Ssssmokin’,” and have a

green face.

ANSWER: The Mask [accept Mask of Loki or The Mask from The Mask]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

19. On this TV show, a character responds to a request to give up a bounty to someone

he’s known “for years” by opening a door and shooting the man in the head, then

responds to whether he recognized the man by saying his name was “Paul something or

other.” The eighth episode of this TV show’s third season includes an 80-second

continuous shot of a group of horsemen chasing down a carriage carrying a royal

governor. Having used a fake British accent to audition for this TV show, Carleton

College graduate Zach McGowan became the only American in its cast despite it being

an American production. In this TV show’s final season, (*) Woodes Rogers is humiliated by

having a default forced on his debt after he loses a fight to James Flint, Jack Rackham, and Long John

Silver. For 10 points, name this mid-2010s Starz TV show that was set as a prequel about twenty years

before the events of Treasure Island and focused on the Golden Age of Piracy.

ANSWER: Black Sails

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>

20. In this game, an unhelpful hint message can be accessed by crouching for four

straight hours or by pausing and unpausing 1,501 times. A character in this game can

enter an igloo to play a tile-flipping game against the Ice Creature, a frozen Tomato.

Minigames in this game can be replayed after returning all 40 blueprints, which are

guarded by Kasplats (kah-SPLATS), to Snide’s HQ. In this game, players feed the hippo Scoff

to raise the pig Troff up to unlock boss doors and can access level portals only after

giving certain golden items to the talking (*) signpost B. Locker. A 57-plus-hour 101% run of

this game was streamed in 2019 to raise money for the trans charity Mermaids by YouTuber

Hbomberguy (“H bomber guy”). This game, which introduced the playable characters Tiny and Lanky,

opens with a Grant Kirkhope–penned song that notes that the title character’s “coconut gun can fire

in spurts.” For 10 points, name this 1999 Rare 3D collect-a-thon that features the “DK Rap.”

ANSWER: Donkey Kong 64 [or DK64]

<Rob Carson, Video Games>



Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 2: Bonuses

1. When preceded by “economic,” this pejorative two-word phrase was used to describe pessimistic

forecasters in a speech at the 2004 Republican National Convention. For 10 points each:

[10] Give this two-word pejorative that was used to describe Democratic state legislators in California

by a man who was running against Cruz Bustamante to replace Gray Davis, prompting outrage from

feminist and LGBT advocacy groups.

ANSWER: girlie men [accept girlie man or economic girlie men]

[10] Arnold Schwarzenegger borrowed the line “girlie men” from this SNL duo of Austrian

bodybuilders, played by Kevin Nealon and Dana Carvey, who want to “pump you up.”

ANSWER: Hans and Franz [accept in either order]

[10] Hans and Franz appeared in State Farm ads training and taunting this Green Bay Packers

quarterback in gratitude for his advocacy of the “discount double check.”

ANSWER: Aaron Rodgers [or Aaron Charles Rodgers]

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>

2. This film ends on a beach in Belgium where two recently published authors celebrate near the

water while the title character’s wife expresses puzzlement that her illiterate Irish companion is

contemplating sharing her significant other with her sister. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this 2017 historical drama that critics generally liked, albeit with reservations about a

slow-developing climax that mainly consists of the two central characters writing The Communist

Manifesto.

ANSWER: The Young Karl Marx [or Le jeune Karl Marx; or Der Junge Karl Marx]

[10] The Young Karl Marx was directed and cowritten by this man, the former Haitian minister of

culture, who was nominated for a Best Documentary Oscar for his 2016 film about James Baldwin

titled I Am Not Your Negro.

ANSWER: Raoul Peck

[10] Peck’s 2005 film Sometimes in April, which concerned the Rwandan genocide, centers on a Hutu

man named Augustin Muganza, played by this English actor and star of The Wire who is the subject of

persistent rumors that he will play the first Black James Bond.

ANSWER: Idris Elba [or Idrissa Akuna Elba]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>



3. This artist has released such albums as Return to Zooathalon and The Rise of the Zugebrian Time

Lords since changing his name to Sananda Maitreya, which he claimed means “rebirth” in Sanskrit

but which, as Wikipedia notes, “does not mean ‘rebirth’ in Sanskrit.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this singer whose 1987 debut album, titled “introducing the hardline according to” him,

features his biggest hit, “Wishing Well.”

ANSWER: Terence Trent D’Arby [or Terence Trent Howard; accept Introducing the Hardline

according to Terence Trent D’Arby]

[10] D’Arby memorably claimed that Introducing the Hardline was “the most important album since”

this somewhat more memorable album by the Beatles, which closes with the song “A Day in the Life.”

Jann Haworth and Peter Blake designed the celebrity-packed collage on its cover.

ANSWER: Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band

[10] The third single from Introducing the Hardline urges a person described by this two-word

phrase to “dance.” Another person described by this two-word phrase is addressed in each line of the

first verse of Billy Idol’s “White Wedding.”

ANSWER: little sister [accept “Dance Little Sister” or “hey, little sister”]

<Rob Carson, Music (Other/Mixed)>

4. After comments about this player nearly caused Steve Lavin (LAVV-in) to dissolve into laughter, an

analyst contrasted “guys that are rock solid” to this player, who was like an “Eye-talian sports car”

with a “jet body.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this player who, during a College GameNight studio broadcast, was dismissed by a former

coach who declared himself not to be a “big . . . guy” when it came to this player.

ANSWER: Rudy Gay [or Rudy Carlton Gay Jr.]

[10] This rotund analyst made the legendary comment that “I’m not a big Gay guy.” He died of heart

failure shortly after retiring from coaching at St. Louis University, and in his most notable job, he

coached at Utah from 1989 to 2004.

ANSWER: Rick Majerus (muh-JAIR-uss) [or Richard Raymond Majerus]

[10] Majerus and Lavin compared Gay to Ray Allen and Rip Hamilton, who preceded Gay at this

school long coached by Jim Calhoun. Its teams are called the Huskies.

ANSWER: UConn [or University of Connecticut]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>

5. In the fifth installment of a series of games starring this character, The Final Scene, she goes to the

Royal Palladium theater in St. Louis for the premiere of the film Vanishing Destiny. For 10 points

each:

[10] Name this protagonist of 33 HeR (“her”) Interactive point-and-click computer games, beginning

with Secrets Can Kill in 1998.

ANSWER: Nancy Drew [accept either underlined portion]

[10] For most of the Nancy Drew games, Nancy was voiced by Lani Minella, who also provided most

of the female voices in the 3D entry of this sexualized and violent shooter series. A notorious

boondoggle in this series, called Forever, was released in 2011 after 14 years of development.

ANSWER: Duke Nukem [accept Duke Nukem 3D or Duke Nukem Forever]

[10] In the Nancy Drew games, such innocuous mistakes as picking too many underripe vegetables or

being attacked by a hen for stealing her eggs can result in a “try again” screen that uses these two

words to announce that Nancy has presumably died.

ANSWER: fatal error [accept “you have made a fatal error; try again?”]

<Andrew Hart, Video Games>



6. Jason Robards played this man in two TV movies in the 1990s, including 1991’s The Perfect

Tribute, and every acting credit for Michael Krebs has been for playing this man, a role Krebs is often

cast in due to their physical resemblance. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this tall nineteenth-century president who was played by Dann Florek and served by the

Black butler Desmond Pfeiffer (puh-FYE-fur), played by Chi (“shy”) McBride, in a TV show titled for

Pfeiffer’s secret diary.

ANSWER: Abraham Lincoln [or Abe Lincoln; prompt on “Abraham” or “Abe”]

[10] This actor appeared in the episode “Up, Up, and Away” of The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer,

one of only four episodes to have actually aired. He earlier played George Jefferson on The Jeffersons.

ANSWER: Sherman Hemsley [or Sherman Alexander Hemsley]

[10] The first episode of The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer is titled for this very ’90s abbreviation,

which references the president using a telegraph to send flirtatious messages to an unknown woman.

ANSWER: A.O.L. [accept “A.O.L.: Abe on Line”]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (1990s)>

7. You are sitting at your computer, ready to play GeoGuessr. For 10 points each:

[10] First, you are dropped into this country. You notice a number of EU license plates with a yellow

stripe down the right side, indicating this Iberian country, which is further confirmed by some signs

with a’s and o’s under tildes.

ANSWER: Portugal [or Portuguese Republic; or República Portuguesa]

[10] In the next round, you find yourself in this country. The Google car has a blue, white, and red

front and you notice signs with the domain dot-L-K, clarifying that you can be nowhere other than

this Asian country.

ANSWER: Sri Lanka [or Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka; or Shri Lanka Prajatantrika

Samajavadi Janarajaya; or Ilankai Jananayaka Choshalichak Kutiyarachu]

[10] For your final round, you immediately can tell that you are in Kenya because of this object

attached to the Google car. This object is necessary because of frequent flooding in Kenya.

ANSWER: snorkel(s)

<Carsten Gehring, Other/Miscellaneous>

8. This line is shouted by Drake McHugh, who had been injured working on the railroad and gets

both his legs amputated by the sadistic Dr. Gordon. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this five-word line from the film Kings Row that was used as the title of a 1965 book

ghostwritten by Richard Hubler.

ANSWER: “where’s the rest of me?” [accept Where’s the Rest of Me?]

[10] This actor’s autobiography, Where’s the Rest of Me?, was published in the lead-up to his

successful 1966 run for the governorship of California.

ANSWER: Ronald Reagan [or Ronald Wilson Reagan]

[10] In Kings Row, the line “where’s the rest of me?” is accompanied by dramatic chords from the

score written by this composer, who won an Oscar for his score for Anthony Adverse in 1936.

ANSWER: Erich Wolfgang Korngold

<Andrew Hart, Film (Pre-1980s)>



9. A song by this band describes “Karcrashian panache” and follows its title command with “if that’s

what you wanna do.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this band fronted by Matty Healy whose second album includes “Love Me” along with

“Ugh!” and “The Sound.” This band’s first album was self-titled for its namesake year.

ANSWER: The 1975

[10] In this song from The 1975’s second album, the singer worries that “our love has gone cold” and

says that he hates “to think about you with” the title person, “intertwining your soul with” the title

person, and “leaving with” the title person.

ANSWER: “Somebody Else”

[10] The unrelated song “You’re Somebody Else” by this Swedish-American band went viral after

being used in a 2017 Mexican commercial. This folk duo achieved some notoriety in 2013 when

member Cole Randall etched his and Shpresa Lleshaj’s name into Pompeys Pillar next to William

Clark’s signature.

ANSWER: Flora Cash

<Carsten Gehring, Music (Pop)>

10. A headline posing this hypothetical was accompanied with a bizarre “photo illustration” made by

D’arcy Hyde that shows a man with piercing green eyes and a stubbly goatee dispassionately looking

up and to the viewer’s left. For 10 points each:

[10] Generally approximate this hypothetical that was posed in the headline of a September 5, 2011,

ESPN: The Magazine essay by Touré, who theorized that, under this hypothetical, Davon Boddie

would have given less information when he was arrested for marijuana possession.

ANSWER: “what if Michael Vick were white?” [accept any answer indicating Michael Dwayne

Vick being white or Caucasian; prompt on answers indicating “Michael Vick not being Black”]

[10] Much of Touré’s essay, which was given the facile headline “What if Michael Vick Were White?,”

examines the fallout from Vick’s arrest and suspension for engaging in this illegal activity and

associated gambling and drug offenses.

ANSWER: dog fighting [accept answers indicating fighting dogs or pit bulls; prompt on “animal

cruelty” or similar more general answers]

[10] The Vick issue of ESPN: The Magazine also analyzed the fact that, earlier in 2011, Vick lost out in

fan voting on the Madden NFL 12 cover to this white running back for the Cleveland Browns.

ANSWER: Peyton Hillis [or Peyton Tyrone Hillis]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Football)>

11. This controversy happened on a relatively hot day when two of five freezers were broken, making

freezer space limited. For 10 points each:

[10] Give the common one-word name of this Great British Bake Off incident in which Iain Watters’s

ice cream was taken out of a freezer and accidentally left on a counter by Diana Beard, leading Iain to

discard his work and be eliminated from the show.

ANSWER: Bingate

[10] Another food-based “gate,” Granolagate, occurred on cycle 5 of this reality TV show, when Bre

Scullark blamed Nicole Linkletter for stealing granola bars and poured Nicole’s Red Bulls out in

retaliation.

ANSWER: America’s Next Top Model [accept ANTM; prompt on “Next Top Model”]

[10] This 2007 TV show caused controversy when several of its child participants ingested bleach and

another was sprayed by grease while cooking, which was part of a 40-day experiment to see if a

functioning society could be built in a New Mexico ghost town without adult supervision.

ANSWER: Kid Nation

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>



12. The latter portion of this film is split into the sections “Learning,” “Understanding,” and

“Acceptance,” whose titles are taken from George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this 2017 documentary that focuses on Grigory Rodchenkov, who flees to the U.S. with the

aid of director Bryan Fogel after a breaking news story endangers his life in his home country.

ANSWER: Icarus

[10] Icarus began with Fogel’s attempts to dope at an amateur bike race but, as events unfolded,

transformed into the story of how Rodchenkov was compelled to participate in the massive

state-sponsored doping campaign that got this country banned from the 2018 Winter Olympics.

ANSWER: Russia [or Russian Federation; or Rossiya; or Rossiyskaya Federatsiya]

[10] Rodchenkov’s claims were corroborated by the finding of a hole between rooms in a testing

facility in this city, where Rodchenkov and his associates passed urine samples in supposedly

tamper-free bottles to FSB agents who had learned how to crack them.

ANSWER: Sochi, Russia [at the Sochi Olympics]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>

13. The singer says that the addressee wanting “good schools and friends with pools” is evidence that

she is not one of these people before launching into a verse that repeats the lyrics “never pick sides,

never choose between two, well I just wanted you, I just wanted you.” For 10 points each:

[10] The singer says, “I think that you’ve lied,” in a 2010 song titled “I think ur” what kind of person?

ANSWER: contras [accept “I Think Ur a Contra”]

[10] “I Think Ur a Contra” is the final song on the album Contra, the sophomore effort from this New

York City band. Their self-titled debut album contains the songs “Mansard Roof” and “Oxford

Comma.”

ANSWER: Vampire Weekend

[10] The bridge to “I Think Ur a Contra” rhymes “rock ’n’ roll” with the title of this 1977 song, released

three years before its band’s album Sandinista! This song was inspired by CBS Records releasing a

similarly titled song by the band without asking for the band’s permission.

ANSWER: “Complete Control” [by the Clash]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Rock)>

14. A biography by D. T. Max discusses an incident in which an ex-con intervened with the head of

Granada House before an author could go through with a harebrained scheme to shoot this woman’s

then husband, Michael Milburn. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this memoirist, poet, and critic whose 1995 memoir The Liars’ Club uses a nonlinear

structure to detail her turbulent childhood in small-town Texas and Colorado.

ANSWER: Mary Karr

[10] Max’s biography Every Love Story Is a Ghost Story details how this author, who had a tortured

and abusive relationship with Karr in the mid-1990s, claimed that his major novel was a “means to

Mary Karr’s end, as it were.”

ANSWER: David Foster Wallace [accept DFW]

[10] Max traced the phrase “every love story is a ghost story” to the writings of Christina Stead, the

author of The Man Who Loved Children, although Wallace himself attributed it to a fictional

appearance on The Tonight Show by this author of To the Lighthouse.

ANSWER: Virginia Woolf [or Adeline Virginia Woolf]

<Andrew Hart, Trash Lit>



15. In 2019, Ashley Feinberg reported that Eric Trump’s YouTube playlist included three versions of

Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, dozens of videos on antique lathe restoration, and a version of this

song performed on The Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson. For 10 points each:

[10] Name or give a reasonable description of this song that begins, “It’s getting kind of hard to

believe things are going to get better,” and concludes with the musical persona singing, “Die, die, die

. . . I can’t.”

ANSWER: “Dracula’s Lament” [accept answers indicating the “Dracula Song” from Forgetting

Sarah Marshall; prompt on generic answers indicating “Dracula” by asking “from what movie?”]

[10] “Dracula’s Lament” is sung in a Hawaiian bar by this actor in his starring role as Peter Bretter in

Forgetting Sarah Marshall. He played Marshall Eriksen on How I Met Your Mother.

ANSWER: Jason Segel [or Jason Jordan Segel]

[10] In the film-concluding performance of the Dracula musical A Taste for Love, Van Helsing is

played by this actor in his role as Segel’s character’s stepbrother. This actor and Seth Rogen played a

depraved duo of police officers in the film Superbad.

ANSWER: Bill Hader [or William Thomas Hader Jr.]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

16. This woman helped popularize the phrase “live, laugh, love” in her columns, although she had to

issue a correction stating that the quote derived from the doggerel poem “Success” by Bessie

Anderson Stanley rather than from the work of Ralph Waldo Emerson. For 10 points each:

[10] Give either the real or pen name of this Chicago-based syndicated advice columnist, who had a

decades-long feud with her identical twin, Pauline, that began when Pauline took over the rival “Dear

Abby” column.

ANSWER: Ann Landers [or Eppie Lederer; or Esther Pauline Lederer; or Esther Pauline

Friedman; accept “Ask Ann Landers”]

[10] From 1998 to 2006, Landers’s daughter, Margo Howard, was the writer of this Slate advice

column, whose later writers included Emily Yoffe and The Toast founder Daniel Lavery.

ANSWER: “Dear Prudence” [prompt on “Prudie”]

[10] In 2001, Landers issued an update saying that she had identified the source of a “thoughtful and

amusing” list of “12 things it took me 50 years to learn” as a book titled “[this man] turns 50.” In that

same list, which actually has 25 items, this man coined the “waiter rule”: someone who is nice to you

but rude to the waiter is not a nice person.

ANSWER: Dave Barry [or David McAlister Barry]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>

17. After this stat was created by Rule 1004-a, George Foster made history by recording the first

official one. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this baseball statistic that was officially kept by MLB for nine years in an attempt to

measure clutch hitting but was abandoned when people realized it was almost entirely useless.

ANSWER: game-winning RBIs [or GWRBI; or game winning runs batted in; or

game-winning RsBI; do not accept or prompt on “RBI” or “runs batted in”]

[10] Game-winning RBI was an official stat for most of this decade, meaning that Keith Hernandez

will forever remain the all-time leader, with 129.

ANSWER: 1980s

[10] The game-winning RBI stat, which was defined as “the RBI that gives a club the lead it never

relinquishes,” is very similar to this still-used and mostly useless stat credited to the pitcher of record

when his team takes the lead for good. Jack Morris recorded the highest number of them in the 1980s,

with 162.

ANSWER: wins [or Ws; or pitcher wins; accept games won or similar answers indicating winning

pitcher]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>



18. In this character’s second dramatic performance, he attempted to grow a tomato plant while the

1812 Overture played. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this character who, in a season three gag, “took the precaution” of chaining two critics “to

their chairs” before attempting to jump a motorcycle into their box in one of his harebrained stunts.

ANSWER: Gonzo [or The Great Gonzo]

[10] In Gonzo’s first stunt, he was booed off the stage after taking only a few bites when he announced

that he would eat a rubber tire to the accompaniment of this orchestral interlude from Nikolai

Rimsky-Korsakov’s opera The Tale of Tsar Saltan, which uses runs of 16th notes to evoke the title

striped, buzzing insect.

ANSWER: “The Flight of the Bumblebee” [or “Polyot shmelya”]

[10] In the second season of The Muppet Show, one of Gonzo’s stunts involves “fiddling” near this

actor, who likes the implied pun because “it’s a pleasure to hear something that’s older than I am.”

This actor played the male lead in the films Lambchops and The Big Broadcast.

ANSWER: George Burns [or Nathan Birnbaum; accept “Gonzo fiddles while George Burns”]

<Andrew Hart, TV (Pre-1990s)>

19. A film character tries to explain the surprising successes of people described by this term with the

reasoning, “Their career is not over; the failure could still be to come,” while conversing in a bar with

a disillusioned man played by real-life lawyer Roger W. Kirby. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this three-letter acronym, a “more sociologically precise” alternative to “preppie,” that is

proposed to describe such individuals as W. Averill Harriman by the nerdy character Charlie in a 1990

film set during New York’s debutante ball season.

ANSWER: U.H.B. (ubb or “U-H-B”) [accept urban haute bourgeoisie]

[10] Discussions of the failures of U.H.B.s (ubbz) litter the 1990 film Metropolitan by this director of

The Last Days of Disco.

ANSWER: Whit Stillman [or John Whitney Stillman]

[10] In Metropolitan, Charlie earlier claimed that he initially thought this director’s The Discreet

Charm of the Bourgeoisie would finally “tell the truth about the bourgeoisie,” but “it would be hard to

imagine a less fair or accurate portrait” than the actual film by this codirector of Un Chien andalou.

ANSWER: Luis Buñuel [or Luis Buñuel Portolés]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

20. This artist replaced Ron Blair in the Heartbreakers for the recording of the Stevie Nicks–Tom

Petty duet “Stop Draggin’ My Heart Around.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this bassist who performed alongside guitarist Steve Cropper and drummer Al Jackson Jr.

on Sam & Dave’s “Soul Man,” Otis Redding’s “I Can’t Turn You Loose,” and thousands of other

recordings by Stax Records.

ANSWER: Donald “Duck” Dunn

[10] Duck Dunn replaced Lewie Steinberg as the bassist for this influential soul-funk band that

succeeded the Mar-Keys as the Stax Records house band. A riff written by their namesake front man

and organist developed into their biggest hit, 1962’s “Green Onions.”

ANSWER: Booker T. & the M.G.’s

[10] Dunn uttered the line “we had a band powerful enough to turn goat piss into gasoline!” while

playing himself as the bassist for this initially fictional band led by siblings played by Dan Aykroyd

and John Belushi.

ANSWER: The Blues Brothers

<Rob Carson, Music (Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul)>


